How to Accomplish Global Climate Action toward Effective Fixing.
Central Governments would be busy in warfare,while other policy be paralyzed. 20178/2.
Now strong evil power has been accelerating climate worsening toward 5 billion people
extinction.They interfere climate scientist IPCC and hide deadly climate fact.They threaten
also business-media society to hide,so people has entirely been being deceived.
Also politics will not work for climate fixing.Paris Accord is hypocrite not to save people.
The final chance may be creating global justice power from bottom sides with the truth.

DEADLY CLIMATE FACT(Plan A-B)APPROVING by Global Voting
A：Recovering Stable Climate by Rapid 80%C02 Cut as Global Policy.
B：Arctic Cooling Engineering to Stop Methane Catastrophe.

GLOBAL CLIMATE- WARTIME DECLARATION
toward Rapid Regime Change for Non Carbon Energy Society

STARTING IMPLEMENTATION “A” by International Team.
⑸Organizing General Headquater＝A with the staff and supporting politician
Plan Declaration and the Management.
⑹Design＝Technical Research and Development on ARCTIC COOLING TECH.
⑺Fund Rasing and Ordering Machines and Workers.
⑻Starting the Implementation and the Running in Arctic Ocean.
http://www.ameg.me/
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf

STARTING IMPLEMENTATION “B” in each Regions in the World.
⑴Organizing General Headquater with the staff and supporting politician.
Plan Declaration and the Management.
⑵Rationing on Carbon Energy with the Target of Increasing New Energy.
⑶Industry Rearrangement with the Needs and the Employment.
⑷People’s Job & Life Assurance in Employment Transition.
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

[１]：That will not do,so we can not help,but do this !!.
If,very very if,a very small planet inhabitants
was few family with emitting CO2 to cause
climate change,they would make meeting to
cut CO2 and would act to employ wind turbine.
A smaller society with face to face relations
seems to be easier in making serious and
decisive agreement on their surviving.
While real our planet is bigger and difficult enough to
make the agreement.

Then,how to overcome the difficulty ??!!.

[２]：National Government will not do,so we can not help,but do by City !!.
Not only author,anyone the concerned may have been desperate the government not
saving people who has been facing the ignored,but deadly climate crisis.It is substantially
WWⅢ now heading global extinction.However we have another powerful instrument.
Those are regional local governments with country governors in the world.Even global
insidious CIA network could not grasp whole country administration with regional peoples.

Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing is done
in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jocelyn Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
He may be only one who could have image of 5 billion people die.The coming 2043 would
not be due to CO2 global warming in rather slow tempo,but to rapid collapse by Arctic
methane catastrophe.
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

U.S. Mayors Back 100% Renewable Energy, Vow To Fill Climate Leadership Void.
https://popularresistance.org/u-s-mayors-back-100-renewable-energy-vow-to-fill-climate-leadership-void/

The U.S. Conference of Mayors also voted to support quick electrification of vehicles and
urged Congress to back the Clean Power Plan and Paris climate agreement.
9.8 Million People Employed By Renewable Energy May 27, 2017
https://popularresistance.org/9-8-million-people-employed-by-renewable-energy/

[３]：APPROVING PLAN(AB) toward Climate Wartime Declaration.
Regional School,University & Co Engineers-Economists could be the Leaders ?!!
At first, note everyone must know that ,above all,this is the deadly supreme problem of do or
die !!!. Thereby everyone must join in the supreme decision making yes or no on climate
wartime declaration.It is recognition that climate problem is decision on own coming fate.
In order to accomplish it,the sufficient information must be disclosed to everyone.
⑴Associate Climate Expert＝Regional Education Institution Should Have the Class.
The most troublesome problem of climate is necessity of the knowledge.For an example,
to get understanding what here tell needs climatology with math & physics.However those
who had been educated such science could understand and they are not rare.They may be
students,teachers,researchers and engineers＝the leaders＝Associate Climate Expert.

Part-1:Deadly Climate Facts the Verification.
http://www.777true.net/The-Broken-Paris-Accord-is-Final-Chance-to-Transit.pdf

Those who could have understood should be lecturer for people toward climate policy
decision.Full comprehension is desirable to promote full cooperation in implementing the
Plan B.Then note educating those without sufficient science knowledge needs special
technique.It need something manual to teach amateur.
*For an example,a math calculation is easiest,because if calculation result is right,
It is the same for all.Thereby everyone does not need calculation ability.Only trust it.
For amateur, math should be taught as language with meaning,which is very important.
*However original model building with some hypothesis and approximation for calculation is
not unique and only,so this is work for expert and it needs verification test.
http://www.777true.net/Overwhelming-Judgment-of-SCIENCE.pdf
⑵Introducing climate hell world reality is inevitable,

which has insidiously been being hided and taboo in the world.

At first,,Ask the climate experts true or false
whether climate hell would cause 5 billion dying ?!!!
Regional council should invite climate scientists to testimony yes or no on climate fact(AB).
Then the scientists and the leaders must make full debate toward climate wartime
declaration.We must decisively recognize that climate collapse is far more any wars in the
history.Because our failure would cause 5 billion people dying.

It is this deadly recognition

that enable global climate wartime declaration to trigger rapid and drastic regime change.
Anytime for long coming years,we must not forget that this is supreme problem of do or die.

⑶Climate never be cured at soon,but it would take decades years to recover stability.
Global temperature with climate disaster would rise for the time being by realizing even
80%CUT. Then people would hesitate and be uneasy for their strong endeavoring.
At first,people must recognize this severe fact. See at here.

Ⅰ：Time for Plan B Cutting Carbon Emissions 80

by 2020

http://www.777true.net/The-Broken-Paris-Accord-is-Final-Chance-to-Transit.pdf

⒜About 20 years to stop temperature rise.
⒝About additional 40 years to recover temperature at now.
⒞Something revolutional technology could make this tough period shorter.
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf

[４]：How to Make Global Unite by Regional Actions(New Energy FIFA＝GHQ A).
⑴New Energy Show Game＝FIFA World Cup Soccer Game System.
http://www.fifa.com/
This is a supreme game of do or die ,but anyone all could become winner !!!
Each region is a team to win CO2 cut score,then accomplishing 80% is the winner.
This is a strict game with umpire,assistant and with scorer and game time keeper.
As for not accomplishing 80% team,they should be supported by regions the winner.
⑵a team of united region.
Each region has each peculiar situation with strong or weak points.So each regions could
make a team of united region to compensate with each others for accomplishing 80%.

CO2

⑶How to Organize World GHQ＝B International ?!!
It might be best that global united action could be accomplished without specified leader,but
with well organized ensemble by the umpire,assistant,scorer and game time keeper.
This is authors an instant idea,so also readers should survey another better methods.
⑷Cost of New Energy would become lower in the climate wartime regime.
Because national strategy would order mass production of new energy instruments.That
is,new bigger market creation could make also new employment which could relax
employment transition from old energy industry.

[５]：Arctic Engineering is Big Drama as Miracle Exodus by Moses.
How to Organize World GHQ＝A International ?!!(Arctic Methane Risk the Hidden).
CO2 reduction has been being debated in the world,while Arctic Methane Risk is very rare.
Why not ?.In hidden fact,this is hidden instrument to exterminate mankind(operation
EndGame).At that time of finding methane extinction risk,scientists had become desperate,
because they had no idea of salvation by geo-engineering possibility.Now this failure momentum
has been going on. IPCC(UN) will not disclose this emergent fatal risk.Certainly this is rather
difficult problem for general people.However some conscience scientists has been warning on.

So far authors survey,now AMEG(UK) is a leading team on Arctic Methane Risk.
http://www.ameg.me/
This project could not be accomplished by a nation,but by global united nations.
Because the engineering scale is outrageous as few 10% area or more of Arctic region.
The cooling technology could not really be told complete,but with rather uncertain.
The R&D and implementation-running cost is big as billion to trillion dollars.
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
Now AMEG failed in support petition to nation leaders on Arctic Cooling Engineering R&D.
Once again,we global regional group with AMEG must try to make petition to each nation
leaders.This is the most emergent problem to accomplish.The game time keeping is
decisive.Above all,climate scientists group must approve and assist Arctic Cooling Geo
Engineering.Also related engineering company in the world should survey the technology as
coming big business chance.The rich enough corporate should survey the investment
chance.

[４]：Bottom Up Method the Summary.
Also author don’t exactly know about following problem.
⑴The Model All USA Mayor Ally Tackling Climate.
https://popularresistance.org/u-s-mayors-back-100-renewable-energy-vow-to-fill-climate-leadership-void/

It is this deed that Make America Great Again,of which method could save the world. .
This is the best news in climate policy,while almost world established media had ignored.
Also even websites do.Especially Europe,Asia,South America and Asia must notice !!!
⑵It will not be success, unless all the world would go together,then the final key may be
Global Declaration of Climate Wartime Regime.

Caution it is not the preparedness that

enable the declaration,but it is the declaration that accelerate the preparedness !!
Reading history of war would affirm this fact !.

This is deadly emergent problem of do or die,so everyone must make the idea and action.
The bottom up decision from all each regions may be possible to act.At first,university,
school,company and town and village with semi expert supporter may be possible to make
the decision on do or die.

Then what,or who would intercept this action ??!!(APPENDIX-3)

⑶New Energy Transition with reducing CO2 should be Show Game by global regions.
It is hybrid of competition and cooperation that could accomplish target in time.
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
⑷Industry Rearrangement with the Energy and Employment Transition.
This is Economics Calculation for Planed Economy by experts.
It is inevitable that some corporate would grow,while some would decline.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pd

⑸Foods and Water Saving in Coming Wild Climate Era.
The most serious difficulty is agriculture in coming wild climate era.Thereby the
preparedness is decisive for everyone.Some regions(nations)face desperate in
this problem by strong storm,drought and flood.Then climate emigrant would be
inevitable for coming long years ? !.
⑹Mind Preparedness for Climate Wartime Life.
Both suffer and joy may be necessary !!.
⑺INTER-NATIONAL CLIMATE ENGINEERING OPERATIONS
Author don’t know well about following technology,but these are decisive.
⒜ARCTIC COOLING OPERATION：[５]
⒝Desert Forestation for creating Farm Land.
http://www.climatecentral.org/news/desert-basins-missing-carbon-sinks-21557
https://www.groasis.com/en/planting/can-you-plant-trees-and-vegetables-in-dry-areas
http://satavic.org/natural-farming-succeeds-in-indian-village/
http://www.sabakuryokka.org/about.html
⒞New Foods Seeds R&D toward adaptation for coming climate era.
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/01f5/ce396f601c555930c3c8d3c0d239168b68d9.pdf
⒟Defense technology for big forest fire.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2017/07/wildfires.html
⒠R&D toward adaptation in coming ocean warming and acidcation era.
At now,there is no evidence of CO2-sink ability decline in global ocean(2017/3/29).
https://www.spf.org/opri-j/projects/140_KaiyoF_Summary.pdf

APPENDIX-1：Climate Wartime Regime at a Glance.
http://www.777true.net/How-to-sale-the-Climate-Policy-hated-by-All.pdf
APPENDIX-2：Never make any military wars in coming years,

because it would destroy climate wartime regime.
Thereby,those many regional disputes in now world must be ceased by anyhow.
In this meaning,it is global climate wartime declaration that could act to cease fire.
Because winning in regional dispute is nonsense,if climate hell would have been realized.
Note the cruel and insidious wars in Middle East Nation were due to 9/11 the inside job by
the warmonger in USA(it is they who has been operating End Game the final survival
struggle).These disputes have another aspect of hiding climate collapse.Because if the
world would have become peace,what would have become main problem in the
international politics ?.It is nothing,but the climate worsened.Now climate is substantial and
extremely insidious WWⅢ heading global extinction,while we are still too stupid to be
indulged in carbon energy narcotism.
APPENDIX-3：Who,What would Intercept the Action ??!!.
From published documents and disclosed information by websites,we could conclude that
climate has been being worsened by an evil power toward global mass extinction.It is oil
industry with the emperor in USA,who once supported NAZIS establishment and imported
them with war technology after the war for establishing CIA-military industry complex(the
warmonger).Their ideology is eugenics considering people their slave.
At now,this may be kernel problem to be noticed and overcome.
⑴Operation EndGame
＝Planed Extermination of Mankind by NAZIS reincarnated in USA.
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Methane-Extinction-is-Revealed-to-be-Operation-EndGame.pdf

It’s Climate Change that is Silent,but Actual WW

Exterminating 5Billion People.

Why IPCC Scientists has been Silent on Arctic Methane Risk.

(Official Movie w/ Subtitles) THRIVE: What on Earth Will It Take?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MSEHQVRIug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bM_vkV6bXi0
Some minor has been ruling mass people in (foods,energy,finance,health,education,..}
toward depopulation.

⑵Why Central Government will not Work ?!＝NAZIS has been Conquering Nations.
So far authors survey,most of governments seems to act toward growing
militarization-police state-nization with mass media the war & terror propaganda machine
due to conspiration by the warmonger USA(false flag terror and regional wars).Note war
crisis could become the highest priority for any government toward paralyzing other policy
(climate).It is these evil strategy that has been making America the worst in the world..
Operation Condor＝USA Imperialism ruling on South America.
Operation Gradio＝USA Imperialism ruling on Europe.
Operation XXXX?＝USA Imperialism ruling on Asia..
http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Oil-and-Military-the-Deathperate-Industry-has-been-causing-the-wor
ld-desperate.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Suppressing-Mechanism-on-Climate-Activating.pdf
⑶Strong Momentum of Conservatism in the Established Society.
Once people had gotten something success to be rich,they try to sustain the way which
had caused the success(American,European,Asian,...capitalism success after the war).
It is this that has been causing a strong momentum.(However it is this success that had
caused climate collapse now heading outrageous global extinction). Then those who had
gotten wealth and the follower will ignore and suppress the deadly failure.
People follows a strong big momentum in a specified organization at that time.Most of
people could not resist against strong conservatism ruling organization.Employee tend to
follow mood of company major opinion.Even scientist who sell truth follow their society
major opinion even it is not justice.They fear losing their position.However at anytime,there
is minor hero the ability who fight against injustice.
⑷Turning Difficulty from Beneficial Civilization to Humble One.
Oil civilization with fuel engine system had succeeded to liberate heavy muscle work from
mankind,and presented people comfortable motorization,etc.Now it has been acting as
strong anesthetic drug for pain in climate collapse now heading global extinction.Now wind
and solar the alternative energy could be strong enough to sustain minimum civilization to
survive.However we could not help,but admit it is rather humble than oil fuel.Those who
complain,or think of such matter don’t wish to know outrageous suffer of coming climate hell
world. Telling climate fact is to face hostility from the major(??) who don’t care it.

⑸Strong Conservatism in Academy the Research and Educational Institutions.
At first.those who has ability to make the decision must do by making strong and big unite.
The strong solidarity making is a kernel in fight !!!.
＊Following are authors guessing,but not real document by interview.
⒜In fact,university and school don’t teach deadly climate facts,but substantially ignore.
If not,their population is sufficient big to change opinion of society and nation.
At first,massive students who pay high fee must protest the injustice.
College graduate must solve also the problem not written in text books.
⒝None Climatology Professor and Teacher.
Their population and ability may be sufficient to change the opinion.Certainly role of the
official IPCC scientists document is strong to rule the opinion,however it is wrong or
incomplete as for the deadly climate fact=AB.They must notice the deadly injustice.
http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Nothing-scientists-declaration-on-deadly-climate-facts-has-been-int
ercepting-the-salvation.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
http://www.777true.net/It-is-not-politician_but-doctor_scientists_only-who-can-declare-patie
nt_climate-worsened_to-urgently-go-hospital.pdf
⒞Government Influence on Research and Education Policy.
Mass media and educational institutions are target of strong surveylance of conservative
government who rule their national budget. Maybe educational institution managers fear
reaction by government.They must be united to be against the evil power.
⒟Corporate must be changed drastically by admitting climate crisis.
These are capitalism machines who entirely persue imminent profit for annual stockholder
meeting,and for salary payment for employee.Then many corporate with oil consuming hate
climate,while some(new energy and,...) welcome.In the long range view,but not imminent
one,climate fixing would become benefit.Because nothing fixing is extinction.Thereby,
all corporate must pay for fixing cost by somehow with equality in capitalism competition.
The payment must include manpower contribution(engineer and economist for climate).
Some of them could be best contribution in climate technology and economics.Note
established market may be rather saturated to stop its growing.Climate regime change
could make drastic market change,where there would create many chances and decline.

⒠In Case of Regions<How to Harmonize the Whole Order ?!!!>.
Some regions has been facing imminent climate threat,who would approve plan AB.
While some regions are not so serious for the time being and rather not care for climate.
Then they must know that coming final stage of climate collapse is global extinction.
Some regions are willing to approve Plan AB,however they have no new energy resource.
Then,they must search regions who willing to cooperate them.Then regional information
network must act to support.Above all,their solidarity making is decisive in global scale.
*Detached House：
This type has possibility of even self making new energy system by solar cell,solar water
heater and small wind turbine.Methane gas could be made from garbage flammable.
*House Complex in Urban City：
This type needs connection to larger regular new energy faculty in outer city.Especially
note that hydrogen gas with new technology enable its wide utility flexible and higher
efficiency.Oil to H2 gas conversion is higher possibility by the cost reduction.
http://www.777true.net/100pct-Renewable-Energy-is-Possible.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

This is the final supreme war game of do or die,so there must be strict ruling to survive.
After all,they are to be soldier with commander,technical and livelihood supporter.
This is too big problem for author.So here is its simple introduction.
It is encountering difficulty that could create better way by our endeavoring.
Thereby once people admitted fact inconvenient,they could overcome those.
Trust and Bet it !!!.
⑹NGO Climate Activist Organization.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_environmental_organizations
In this world,there are tremendous NGO Climate Activist Organization.Some are regional
who has been facing imminent climate threats(sea level rising in ocean island nations).
So far authors limited knowledge,he could not find org whose agenda agree with Plan AB.
<Note Plan AB is not authors opinion,but belong to the conscience UK scientists>.
NGO seems not to have expert consultant on CO2 and Arctic Methane Risk.
Unified unique and only global policy is decisive to effective action,only by which
actual implementation become possible.

⑺It Is not Too Late !!.
Now climate had become wild visible for anyone.Then someone once warned climate crisis
about 10 years ago, now tell time is running out !.Certainly this is awful word also for author.
Even if ideal fixing operation had begun ten years ago,climate at today would become
wilder. Because planet warming could not stop immediately,but take about 20 years long.
Then actual and most awful event is positive feedback realization in natural climate process.
This is impossible to stop,unless technological intervention(climate geo engineering).
Now it really exists as Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk by the ice surface vanishing.
Ice has been decreasing,which is to enhance more sun heat input into black ocean surface
to warm ocean water vanishing more ice.This is the most awful feedback realization at
now !.Thereby ,for intercepting the feedback,Arctic Cooling Engineering is inevitable !.
Scientists who found this deadly fact at that time did not know the engineering possibility to
be desperate and silent.Very unlucky,this momentum has been going on even today.
Maybe also something threat has been suppressing the scientists(op End Game).
Certainly the engineering is outrageous scale of few 10% or more area of Arctic,however it
is not impossible by today’s world wide ability and wealth.
http://www.ameg.me/
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
Note it is this most secret by the warmonger(operation EndGame the final survival struggle
(the hidden,but substantial WWⅢ)exterminating 5billion people).Those who don’t care
this problem is uncounscious cooperator of them.Nothing operation would realize global
extinction before 2050.Time is not so long !!.
Climate Fixing is not only CO2,but also Arctic Cooling Engineering !!.
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Methane-Extinction-is-Revealed-to-be-Operation-EndGame.pdf

